
Rangemaster proudly introduces the new
Senator kitchen sink

/EINPresswire.com/ UK (Submitpressrelease123.com - press release) Rangemaster has added a

new product to its extensive range of high-quality kitchen sinks – the modern and stylish

Senator.

The sink is the perfect choice for homeowners who want to create a minimal, contemporary

kitchen that oozes sophistication and style. The cutting edge product features clean, sharp lines

and is ergonomically designed to be as user-friendly, but attractive as possible.

Homeowners can choose from a single bowl sink, priced at around £549, or a 1.5 bowl sink,

which costs around £649. This features a drainer that can be either right or left-handed

depending on the customer’s specific requirements. Both are designed to be as close to the

shape of square as possible to ensure they look attractive in any kitchen, while the completely

smooth, sloped drainer further adds to the sleek, clean look.

The Senator is manufactured using heavy gauge 1.2mm 18/10 stainless steel, which means

customers can rest assured they are purchasing a product of the very highest quality that will

last a lifetime. 

Holly Johnson, Marketing Manager for Rangemaster said: “We understand that when people buy

a new kitchen sink, they want something sturdy and reliable that is going to last them a long

time. There’s no point cutting corners and buying a cheap product that will need to be replaced

in a couple of years as it’s a waste of time and money.

“This is why we’ve manufactured our new Rangemaster senator sink from the very best stainless

steel and have put a great deal of thought into creating a design that is not only practical and

functional, but is contemporary, modern and extremely stylish.”

Rangemaster is the largest manufacturer of stainless steel kitchen sinks in the UK and provides

products to national house builders, local authorities, distributors and kitchen retailers. The

company has a history that stretches back over 200 years.

ENDS

About Rangemaster; Rangemaster is Britain’s No. 1 range cooker brand, and is the most highly

http://www.rangemaster.co.uk/sinks/senator-sn9952/
http://www.rangemaster.co.uk/


rated by consumer watchdog Which?, with 9 Rangemaster models featuring in their Top 11 ‘Best

Buy Range Cookers’. This year Rangemaster marks 235 years since the original Flavel company

was founded, a milestone in an outstanding heritage of British manufacturing, design and

innovation. Not only is Rangemaster proud to be family focused and dedicated to making the

kitchen a focal point within the home, but is also renowned as a complete kitchen appliance

brand. Product ranges encompass: range cooking, built-in cooking (ovens and hobs), cookers,

hoods and splashbacks, American fridge freezers and wine storage, sinks and taps and

dishwashing. 

For more information and/or visuals please contact 

Halpern

Telephone 020 7351 2888 

email agarangemaster@halpern.co.uk
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